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ABSTRACT
We report optical and infrared observations of the X-ray source CXOGBS J174623.5-310550.
This Galactic object was identified as a potential quiescent low-mass X-ray binary accreting
from an M-type donor on the basis of optical spectroscopy and the broad Hα emission line.
The analysis of X-shooter spectroscopy covering 3 consecutive nights supports an M2/3-type
spectral classification. Neither radial velocity variations nor rotational broadening is detected
in the photospheric lines. No periodic variability is found in I- and r′-band light curves. We
derive r′ = 20.8, I = 19.2 and Ks ≈ 16.6 for the optical and infrared counterparts with the
M-type star contributing ≈ 90% to the I-band light. We estimate its distance to be 1.3 − 1.8
kpc. The lack of radial velocity variations implies that the M-type star is not the donor star
in the X-ray binary. This could be an interloper or the outer body in a hierarchical triple. We
constrain the accreting binary to be a. 2.2 hr orbital period eclipsing cataclysmic variable or
a low-mass X-ray binary lying in the foreground of the Galactic Bulge.
Keywords: binaries: close - stars: individual: CXOGBS J174623.5-310550 - X-rays: binaries
1 Introduction
Interacting binaries containing compact objects provide a means to
study the evolution of stars in binaries, and in particular the forma-
tion of their most compact remnants: neutron stars or black holes
(BHs). The current Galactic population of accreting stellar-mass
BHs amounts to 18 objects with a dynamical mass measurement
(Casares & Jonker 2014; Corral-Santana et al. 2016). Increasing the
sample of accreting Galactic BHs is of great importance for three
main reasons. Firstly, different supernova models predict a differ-
ent BH mass distribution (Fryer & Kalogera 2001; Belczynski et al.
2012; Fryer et al. 2012; Ugliano et al. 2012). Therefore, an unbi-
1E-mail:mapt@iac.es
ased determination of the BH mass distribution can be used to con-
strain supernova models. Secondly, increasing the sample of BHs
with measured space velocities would help in the long debate on
the type of natal kicks received by BHs at formation, which again
provides input to supernova and binary evolution models (Jonker
& Nelemans 2004; Miller-Jones 2014; Repetto & Nelemans 2015;
Repetto et al. 2017). Thirdly, the comparison between the observed
number of accreting BH binaries and the predicted number from
population synthesis models, would help in unraveling the physics
involved in the formation and evolution of these sources (Romani
1992; Portegies Zwart et al. 1997; Kalogera & Webbink 1998; Pfahl
et al. 2003; Belczynski & Taam 2004; Kiel & Hurley 2006; Yun-
gelson et al. 2006).
In an attempt to enlarge the sample of compact X-ray bina-
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ries and thus address the above questions, the Chandra Galactic
Bulge Survey (GBS) imaged in X-rays a 12 deg2 area towards the
Bulge with a limiting sensitivity set to maximize the number of
detected quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) over cata-
clysmic variables (CVs; see Jonker et al. 2011; Jonker et al. 2014
for complete details on the GBS design). The X-ray survey has
been complemented with dedicated multi-frequency and variabil-
ity studies, e.g. Maccarone et al. (2012), Hynes et al. (2012), Udal-
ski et al. (2012), Greiss et al. (2014), Britt et al. (2014), Wevers
et al. (2016), Wevers et al. (2017). Such studies are facilitating the
identification of multiband counterparts to the 1640 X-ray sources
found in the GBS. These counterparts are being classified on the
basis of their spectroscopic and photometric properties (see Mac-
carone et al. 2012, Britt et al. 2013, Torres et al. 2014). Further
photometry and spectroscopy is performed for candidate accreting
binaries in order to establish the nature of their accretors (e.g. Ratti
et al. 2013, Wevers et al. 2016, Johnson et al. 2017). In this pa-
per we present the follow-up observations of CXOGBS J174623.5-
310550 (referred to hereafter as CX1004). CX1004 was detected
with three 0.3 − 8 keV counts during the Chandra GBS survey
(Jonker et al. 2011), implying a 0.5− 10 keV X-ray luminosity of
Lx(d) ∼ 2 × 1031 × ( d1.0 kpc )2 erg s−1. Its optical counterpart
was found at r′ = 20.75 ± 0.02 and i′ = 19.35 ± 0.01 in ob-
servations taken with the 4-m Victor M. Blanco telescope camera
Mosaic-II in June 2006 (Wevers et al. 2016). A subsequent Mosaic-
II r′-band light curve obtained during July 2010 did not show any
significant photometric variability on a time-span of 8 days (Tor-
res et al. 2014, Britt et al. 2014). Optical spectroscopy taken with
the VIsible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) at the Very Large
Telescope (VLT) and with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph
(GMOS) were presented in Torres et al. (2014) and Wu et al. (2015)
. The data showed absorption features consistent with those of an
early M-type star and a broad double-peaked Hα emission line with
2120− 2500 km s−1full-width half-maximum (FWHM), flagging
CX1004 as an accreting binary, either a low accretion rate high-
inclination CV or a quiescent LMXB.
This paper is organized as follows: the observations and data
reduction steps are detailed in sections 2 and 3, respectively. In
section 4 the optical spectra and the optical/infrared photometry
are analyzed. In section 5 a discussion of the results is presented.
Our conclusions are drawn in section 6.
2 Spectroscopic data
Time-resolved spectroscopy of CX1004 was obtained using the
medium resolution X-shooter echelle spectrograph (Vernet et al.
2011) mounted at the 8.2-m ESO Unit 2 VLT. The observations
were obtained under program 088.D-0096(A). X-shooter provides
spectra covering a large wavelength range of 3000 − 24800 A˚,
split into three spectroscopic arms: UVB, VIS and NIR. For our
analysis we focus on the VIS and UVB data, which cover the
range λλ3000 − 10240 with a dispersion of ∼ 0.2 A˚ pixel−1 in
both arms. The NIR-arm data were not used due to their lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the light contamination from a
nearby field star. The observations were taken with a slit width of
0′′.9 in the VIS arm and of 1′′.0 in the UVB arm which delivered a
resolving power of' 8800 and' 5100, respectively. We executed
observing blocks consisting of an ABBA nodding sequence, with
integration times for each spectrum of 900 s (VIS) and 877 s
(UVB). To reduce systematic effects due to possible excursions of
the target position with respect to the slit center, we re-acquired
CX1004 at the start of each one hour-long observing block. We
also observed with the same setup and in nodding mode three red
dwarfs that we will use for the analysis presented in section 4.1:
GJ 9592, GJ 465 and GJ 402 with spectral types M1, M2 and M4,
respectively.
Six, eight and six spectra were collected on 1 March 2012
from airmass 1.6 to 1.2, on 2 March 2012 from airmass 1.9 to 1.2
and on 3 March 2012 from airmass 1.6 to 1.2, respectively. From
the FWHM of the collapsed spatial profile of the source spectrum
at spectral positions close to λ6300 we measure a mean image
quality ranging from 1′′.7 to 1′′.4, 3′′.4 to 2′′.0 and 3′′.2 to 1′′.5
for the first, second and third night, respectively. A similar FWHM
was found at positions near λ9000. Therefore, the VIS and UVB
data were obtained in slit-limited conditions. On the other hand,
because of the faintness of the source and the poor seeing during
the observations, the individual spectra have low SNR: ∼ 2 − 5
near Hα and ∼ 10 in regions covering the Ca triplet.
We reduced each individual 900 s VIS and each 877 s UVB
frame in order to optimize the time resolution. We processed the
data using EsoRex, a software package delivered within the X-
shooter pipeline (Modigliani et al. 2010). In this way, the data were
bias and flat field corrected, the echelle orders were merged and
rectified, and the spectra wavelength calibrated. After several tests
to investigate how to maximize the signal-to-noise of the extracted
1D spectra, we performed the extraction of each 2D spectrum with
IRAF using an extraction aperture with size equal to the FWHM
measured from the spatial profile of the spectrum in question. The
resulting extracted spectra of CX1004 and the spectral-type tem-
plates were subsequently imported in MOLLY, rebinned to a uniform
pixel scale. We checked the zero point of the wavelength calibra-
tion of our spectra measuring the velocity shift of the sky emis-
sion lines [OI] λλ6300.304, 8310.719 (Osterbrock et al. 1996).
We used these shifts to correct for the zero-point deviations in the
spectral regions covering Hα and the Ca II infrared triplet. The me-
dian offsets in the λ6300 and λ8311 sky lines were ≤ 3.6 and
≤ 4.3 km s−1 in amplitude, respectively. No suitable sky emis-
sion lines were available in the spectral range covered by the UVB
arm, thereby a zero-point correction was not possible. Finally, the
spectra were corrected for the motion of the Earth.
3 Photometric data
3.1 GBS optical point source catalogue
CX1004 is found in the GBS optical point source catalogue (Wev-
ers et al. 2016) which consists of optical photometry obtained us-
ing the Mosaic-II imager on the 4-m Victor M. Blanco telescope
at CTIO. With 8 CCDs, the instrument covered a 36′ × 36′ field
of view (FOV) with a plate scale of 0′′.27 pixel−1. The photom-
etry was taken between 21 and 29 June 2016. The GBS area was
covered in the r′, i′ and Hα filters, with exposure times of 120,
180 and 480 s respectively. The data reduction steps, as well as
the photometric and astrometric calibration, are described in detail
in Wevers et al. (2016). This catalogue is our photometric and as-
trometic reference or the calibration of the new data presented in
this paper (sections 3.4, 3.5) and for the recalibration of other, pre-
viously published photometry (section 4.3).
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3.2 OGLE
CX1004 is listed as object ID 18319 in the Bulge field BLG659.29
monitored during the fourth phase of the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE-IV). Between 23 April 2010 and 19
March 2011 a total of 60 I-band data points were collected with
the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope located at Las Campanas observa-
tory under a ≈ 1′′.3 seeing sampled with a plate scale of 0′′.26
pixel−1. Photometry was obtained using the difference imaging
technique tied to the OGLE data (see Udalski et al. 2015 for a de-
tailed overview of the OGLE-IV survey).
3.3 VVV
Archival infrared images from the VISTA Variables in the Via
Lactea Survey (VVV, Minniti et al. 2010) were inspected to search
for the infrared counterpart to CX1004. The survey data were ob-
tained with the 4-m VISTA telescope at Paranal Observatory that
made use of VIRCAM, a camera with a 1.1× 1.5 deg2 FOV and a
plate scale of 0′′.34 pixel−1. In our study we used data acquired in
the Ks-band during 15 August 2012 and 23 March 2013 with total
time on-source of 48 s and an image quality better than 0′′.8.
3.4 DECam
As a continuation of the GBS variability survey published in Britt
et al. (2014), time-resolved photometry of the field containing
CX1004 was obtained on 10-11 June 2013 with the Dark Energy
CAMera (DECam; DePoy et al. 2008) on the 4-m Victor M. Blanco
telescope at CTIO. DECam uses a mosaic of 62 CDD each with 2k
× 4k pixels to cover a 2.2 deg2 FOV with a plate scale of 0′′.27
pixel−1. A total of 109 r′-band images were taken with an expo-
sure time of 90 s each. The seeing was between 0′′.8 − 2′′.5 over
both nights. The images were reduced with the NOAO DECam
pipeline and astrometry was performed using the pipeline WCS on
the re-projected images. Instrumental magnitudes were extracted
using point spread function (PSF) photometry with the DAOPHOT
task in IRAF. Finally, the photometric calibration was performed
against the GBS point source catalogue (section 3.1).
3.5 FORS2
Single B- and I-band images of the field containing CX1004 were
obtained with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph
2 (FORS2; Appenzeller et al. 1998) mounted on the 8.2-m ESO
Unit 1 VLT. The observations were obtained under program 095.D-
0973(A) during 12 June 2015. The instrument was used with the
standard resolution collimator (6′.8× 6′.8 FOV) and the mosaic of
two 2× 4 k MIT CCDs. The CCDs were binned 2× 2 providing a
plate scale of 0′′.25 pixel−1. The integration times were 300 s and
30 s for the images taken with the B- and I-Bessel filters, respec-
tively. The image quality was 0′′.9 (B-band) and 0′′.75 FWHM
(I-band). The data were bias subtracted and flat-field corrected us-
ing standard tasks in IRAF. The computed astrometric solution for
the images had an r.m.s of ≈ 0′′.162. Then we used IRAF tools to
shift the images to the same reference frame using the centroids of
103 point sources in the images.
4 Data Analysis and Results
4.1 Determining the radial velocities, spectral type and
rotational broadening of the M-type star
We measure the radial velocities of the candidate counterpart,
cross-correlating its X-shooter spectra with those of a template
star (Tonry & Davis 1979). Prior to the cross-correlation, target
and template spectra were resampled into a common logarithmic
wavelength scale. Next, all spectra were normalized over the range
λλ8010 − 8810 by dividing them with the result of a third-order
spline function fit to the continuum obtained while masking strong
spectral features. The normalized wavelength range contains the re-
solved Ca II infrared triplet that, in contrast to other photospheric
lines, is detected in most of the individual spectra despite their low
SNR. The Na I doublet is also evident, but we choose not to in-
clude it in the analysis since it is contaminated by telluric lines. All
computed cross-correlation functions showed a significant peak,
with best results achieved when using only the wavelength inter-
vals covering the sharp Ca II triplet lines. The radial velocity values
provided in this paper were obtained by cross-correlating the target
data against the M2-type template, which best matches the spectral
type for CX1004 (see below). We corrected the resulting veloci-
ties for the intrinsic 51.17 km s−1 systemic radial velocity of the
M2 dwarf, which is accurate to approximately 0.1 km s−1 (Nide-
ver et al. 2002). The resulting radial velocities do not show any
significant variations during the three nights of observations. Their
nightly means and standard deviations are: −23± 3, −25± 5 and
−24± 3 km s−1 for 1, 2 and 3 of March, respectively.
Torres et al. (2014) supported an early M-type classification
for the optical counterpart to CX1004 on the basis of the pres-
ence of prominent TiO α, β, γ, γ
′
band systems and the lack of
the TiO δ,  band systems redward of 8000 A˚ in VIMOS spectra.
The X-shooter spectra confirm these results. In particular, there is
no evidence for TiO molecular bands in the range λλ8200− 8800
(see Fig. 1). Molecular bands start to be evident in this region for
spectral types later than M3 (see e.g. Jones et al. 1984; Zhong
et al. 2015).To verify our visual classification, that does not account
for the possible contribution from an accretion flow to the optical
continuum, we apply the optimal subtraction method described in
Marsh et al. (1994). This method allows to determine the spectral
type of the stellar component, its fractional contribution to the total
light and the rotational broadening of the photospheric lines. We
focused this analysis on the Ca II infrared triplet region where the
SNR is higher.
First, the normalized target spectra were velocity-shifted to
the rest frame of the template star by subtracting the radial veloc-
ities obtained from the cross-correlation with the template. Next,
the velocity-shifted spectra were averaged, with different weights
to maximize the SNR of the resulting sum. The spectral templates
were then broadened from 0 km s−1 to 100 km s−1 in steps of
2 km s−1through convolution with the rotational profile of Gray
(1992) adopting a limb darkening coefficient of 0.75. Each broad-
ened version of the template spectrum was multiplied by a varying
factor f (representing the fractional contribution of light from the
template star) and next subtracted from the CX1004 average spec-
trum. Then a χ2 test on the residuals was performed to find the
optimal value of f by minimizing the χ2 between the residual of
the subtraction and a smoothed version of itself. We took the av-
erage of the χ2 and f values obtained by smoothing the residual
using a Gaussian with FWHM from 25 to 100 A˚. For each tem-
plate, we are then able to produce a χ2-curve as a function of the
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2014)
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Table 1. Photometric and spectroscopic data. The Mosaic-II, VIMOS and GMOS data sets reanalyzed in this work are published first in Britt et al. (2014),
Torres et al. (2014) and Wu et al. (2015), respectively.
Instrument Date # Exp. time Spec. range Seeing Slit width Resol. Disp. Plate scale
/survey (s) (A˚/band) (′′) (′′) (A˚) (A˚ pix−1) (′′ pix−1)
OGLE 2010/04/23 60 100 I 1.3 - - - 0.26
-2011/03/19
MOSAIC-II 2010/07/12-18 37 120 r′ 1.0 - - - 0.26
VIMOS 2011/06/28 2 875 4800-10000 1.2 1.0 10 2.5 0.2
X-shooter 2012/03/1,2,3 6,8,6 900 5595-10240 1.6, 2.7, 2.4 0.9 ∼ 1 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.3
6,8,6 877 3000-5595 - 1.0 ∼ 1 ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.3
GMOS 2012/05/14,17 12 900 4800-7600 0.8, 0.75 0.75 5 1.36 0.15
VVV 2012/08/15, 1 48 Ks 0.7 - - - 0.34
2013/03/22 1 0.8
DECam 2013/06/10,11 109 90 r′ 0.8− 2.5 - - - 0.27
FORS2 2015/06/12 1,1 300, 30 B,I 0.9, 0.75 - - - 0.25
Table 2. Spectral classification and rotational broadening. d.o.f. = degrees
of freedom.
Template Spectral V sin i f χ2min/d.o.f
Type (km s−1) (d.o.f ≈ 160)
GJ 9592 M1 V - 1.00± 0.05 8.4
GJ 465 M2 V - 0.90± 0.01 7.8
GJ 402 M4 V 19± 4 1.20± 0.08 9.6
applied broadening, whose minimum provides V sin i and f . The
V sin i errors were obtained following the bootstrapping approach
outlined in Steeghs & Jonker (2007). We find that only in the case
of the M4 V template the χ2-curve is non-monotonic with a sin-
gle minimum, whereas for the M1 and M2 dwarf template, the χ2-
curve is increasing monotonically with V sin i. From the χ2-values
(see Table 2), we derive that the M2 dwarf provides the best fit to
the averaged spectrum, while the M4 template yields the highest χ2
and it has a non-physical value for f . Therefore, we conclude the
M2 template best matches the spectrum of CX1004, although we
cannot exclude a M3 spectral type for the star. In Fig. 1 we show
the average CX1004 spectrum (top), the M2 template (middle) and
the residual after the optimal subtraction (bottom). Both the aver-
aged and residual spectrum show a diffuse interstellar band (DIB)
at λ8621. We will use its equivalent width (EW) of 0.19 ± 0.06
A˚ to estimate the reddening in section 4.4. Our analysis shows that
the M2 template contributes ≈ 90% to the total I-band flux. The
results also imply a low rotational broadening for the photospheric
lines V sin i . 35 km s−1, an upper limit set by the spectral res-
olution measured in the Ca II triplet region. In the remainder of
this paper we will refer to the M2/3 star associated to the optical
counterpart as the M2 star or M2 companion.
4.2 The properties of detected emission lines
Hα is the only emission line present in the X-shooter VIS part of
the spectra. Its double-peaked morphology is apparent in the indi-
vidual spectra with the highest SNR. Hβ and Hγ emission lines are
only detected after averaging the UVB data (see Fig. 2). To charac-
terize the Hα emission line profile, we first normalized the spectra
by fitting the continuum adjacent to the line with a low-order spline
function. Next, we produced nightly average spectra to increase the
SNR. In this process, we discarded data being consistent with noise
DIB
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Figure 1. From top to bottom: the normalized velocity–corrected average
spectrum of CX1004, the M2 template, and the residuals after optimal sub-
traction. Arbitrary vertical offsets have been applied to the spectra for the
sake of clarity. The shaded areas mark the Ca II triplet absorption lines. The
λ8621 DIB is also indicated.
in the wavelength interval of interest - five and one spectra obtained
in the second and third night, respectively. The resulting spectrum
is shown in Fig. 2 together with the normalized M2 template spec-
trum. By comparing them, it becomes evident that the two more
prominent narrow absorption features in the double-peaked Hα line
are also present in the stellar template. We identify them as photo-
spheric Hα and CaI λ6573 that originate in the M2 star. Thus, the
X-shooter resolving power allows us to exclude the possibility that
the deep narrow Hα absorption is due to an inclination effect on
the shape of the emission profile. Such effect is frequently seen in
eclipsing CVs and also in high inclination BH LMXBs (e.g. Marsh
et al. 1987, Torres et al. 2015). In what follows, we will mask this
absorption feature when fitting the average double-peaked profiles.
Single and 2-Gaussian profiles were fit to the emission line
to measure its FWHM and the velocity shift of the blue (Vb) and
red (Vr) peaks with respect to the line’s rest wavelength. The
(Vr + Vb)/2 value provides the centroid radial velocity (RV) with
respect to the line rest wavelength while |Vr − Vb| yields the peak-
to-peak separation, ∆V pp. The results from the fits are given in
Table 3 together with the EW of the lines. The uncertainties in
the EWs were estimated from the scatter in the values obtained by
using different wavelength intervals to place the local continuum
level. We deem the difference between the RV values obtained for
the per–night average X-shooter spectra to be due to noise on the
line structure rather than to RV changes in the line centroid. The
first night of observations has in general the highest SNR spectra
thus dominating the resulting weighted average of the 14 line pro-
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2014)
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Figure 2. Average profile of the Balmer emission lines in the X–shooter
spectra of CX1004. The spectra of the Hβ and Hγ lines are smoothed with
a 3–pixel–wide (FWHM) Gaussian. The single and double-Gaussian fits
performed in section 4.2 are overplotted. The bottom spectrum shows the
M2 template where the strongest photospheric absorption lines correspond
to Hα and Ca I λ6573.
files. Note that fits performed without masking the absorption com-
ponent from the M2 star, yield larger FWHMs (by ∼ 100 km s−1)
while the ∆V pp and DP values increase by . 2%. The EW mea-
sured for Hα are low compared to those observed in quiescent CVs
and LMXBs. This is solely due to the strong contribution of the M2
star to the optical continuum. While the per–night average EW from
the X-shooter data are the same within the errors, they are 30%
lower than found from the GMOS observations indicating long-
term variability of the line strength. We also normalized the wave-
length interval containing Hβ and performed single and 2-Gaussian
model fits for the average profile resulting from combining the three
nights of data. We provide the results from these fits in Table 3. The
Hβ EW measurement is very uncertain given that the line contin-
uum is difficult to establish. Finally, Hγ is marginally detected in
the averaged data and reliable fits were not possible.
Using VIMOS spectroscopy, Torres et al. (2014) measured a
significant radial velocity of −170 ± 20 km s−1 in both the cen-
troid of the Hα profile and photospheric absorption lines. This re-
sult is in contrast with the low radial velocities obtained from the
X-shooter data. To search for any systematic effects that could al-
ter the velocity determinations, we reanalysed the VIMOS spectra
finding a radial velocity consistent with that reported in Torres et al.
(2014). The multi-slit mask of the VIMOS observations of CX1004
was designed to have the counterpart centered on a 1′′.0 width slit.
We examined the acquisition images and the spatial profile for the
spectrum to confirm if that was the case. We found that the source
was offset towards the North-East direction. This positional offset
from the center of the slit will have introduced a significant radial
velocity offset. Furthermore, light from a field star 1′′.3 N-E from
CX1004 fell inside the slit contaminating its spectrum2. Since we
2A finding chart is available in Appendix B in Torres et al. (2014).
cannot quantify the velocity offset with the available data, we deem
the radial velocities from the VIMOS spectra unreliable.
A radial velocity of −15 ± 20 km s−1was measured from
GMOS spectroscopy using a double-Gaussian fit to the averaged
Hα profile (Wu et al. (2015)). To refine this determination and ex-
tract information from individual profiles, we corrected the GMOS
spectra for wavelength zero-point offsets using the [OI] λ6300.304
sky emission line. We recalculated the line parameters for the
weighted average data as done above for the X-shooter data. In
this case, during the fits we applied a mask centered on the double–
peaked emission line with a width of the GMOS spectral resolution
to exclude regions affected by the unresolved line component from
the M2 star. The results are shown in Table 3. The individual pro-
files were fit with a single Gausian model without masking the Hα
absorption line from the M2 star. The fits delivered a mean FWHM
of 2430 km s−1with r.m.s = 140 km s−1, consistent with the value
obtained from the same fitting procedure applied to the averaged
profile (2510±40 km s−1). We also cross–correlated the individual
profiles against a Gaussian function with FWHM = 2450 km s−1
and calculated using a 2-Gaussian fit function the RV of the Hα
centroid on the best quality individual data. None of the methods
delivered evidence for significant variations in the line parameters.
4.3 Light curve analysis and astrometric matching of
multi-band counterparts
In Fig. 3 we present the long-term (April 2010 - March 2011) I-
band OGLE light curve for CX1004. The source has an average
magnitude of IOGLE = 19.21, with an r.m.s. of 0.08 mag and (after
rejecting photometric points with SNR< 15) ∆I = Imax−Imin =
0.3. The light curve of field stars with similar I-band brightness
have comparable r.m.s. and photometric errors (∼ 0.05 mag on
average). We therefore find no evidence for photometric variabil-
ity in the OGLE data. The field star 1′′.3 to the North-East from
CX1004 has an average magnitude I = 20.1 and r.m.s. of 0.1 mag.
In our search for long-term variability we calibrate the June 2015
FORS2 I-band PSF photometry of both CX1004 and the N-E field
star (section 3.5) using the I-band magnitudes of field stars in the
OGLE-IV optical source catalogue (Udalski et al. 2015). We ob-
tain IFORS2 = 19.21± 0.02 and 20.14± 0.02, for the counterpart
of CX1004 and the nearby field star, respectively, fully consistent
with the OGLE photometry.
We show in Fig. 4 the 10/11 June 2013 r′-band DECam light
curve of CX1004 and the N-E field star. After removing the photo-
metric points with false (correlated) variability and following Wev-
ers et al. (2016), we calculated periodograms over a period ranging
from minutes to days. We find the light curve of CX1004 to be ape-
riodic and we measure its average r′ magnitude, r.m.s. scatter, and
maximum brightness variation to be 20.80, 0.02 and 0.12 mag, re-
spectively. For the field star we obtain a mean magnitude of 21.94
and an r.ms. of 0.06 mag. In comparison, the GBS optical source
catalogue (Wevers et al. 2016) reports r′ = 20.75 ± 0.02 from
the 2006 observations of CX1004. When recalibrated with respect
to the same stars used for the DECam data and after rejecting
points with SNR < 15, the 12-18 July 2010 Mosaic-II light curve
(Britt et al. 2014) has a mean r′ = 20.83, an r.m.s. of 0.04, and
a ∆r′ = 0.16. The small discrepancy with respect to the 2006
Mosaic-II photometry is likely due to the fact that the N-E star was
not resolved in the latter. Thus there is no evidence for intrinsic
variability of the source.
The lack of radial velocity and photometric variations implies
that the M-type star is not associated with the Hα-emitting source.
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Table 3. Best–fit parameters for the emission lines. The FWHMs are derived from a single Gaussian fit; while the line centroid radial velocity (RV) and
peak-to-peak separation (∆V pp) are obtained from a 2-Gaussian fit to the emission line. DP is the double-peak separation measured from the 2-Gaussian fit
when both components are forced to have the same height and FWHM.
Line Night # FWHM RV ∆V pp,(DP) EW
Instrument Average spectra (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (A˚)
Hα λ6562.760
X-shooter 1 March 2012 6 2330± 20 −10± 5 1310± 10 −22± 2
2 March 2012 3 2310± 40 −90± 10 1370± 20 −25± 3
3 March 2012 5 2460± 30 30± 10 1340± 20 −22± 3
1,2,3 March 2012 14 2360± 20 −10± 5 1330± 10, −22± 2
(1320± 10)
GMOS 14, 17 May 2012 12 2350± 40 −20± 20 1350± 40, −32± 2
(1320± 20)
Hβ λ4861.327
Xshooter 1, 2, 3 March 2012 17 2260± 30 −30± 5 1370± 10 ∼ −20
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Figure 3. 23 April 2010 - 19 March 2011 OGLE I-band light curve of
CX1004.
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Figure 4. DECam r′-band light curve of CX1004 (top) and N-E field star
(bottom). Note that the first, eight and final data points in both light curves
are affected by correlated variability.
This can mean that this star is an interloper unrelated to the X–ray
binary or it might be the outer star in a hierarchical triple system.
Thus we looked for potential positional offsets between multi-band
optical counterparts. For this search we analyzed the aligned B-
and I-band FORS2 images of the field (section 3.5). Aperture
photometry was performed for 103 point sources within a ≈ 500′′
radius from the target to derive their emission centroid in image
coordinates. For each source, X and Y offsets were computed
and added in quadrature after converting them into arcsec. The
offset between the I- and B-band counterparts to CX1004 is 0′′.05.
The fraction of the 103 sources with a larger offset is 6%. We
also performed PSF photometry on both images using DAOPHOT.
We find no evidence for underlying sources nor residuals in any
of the images after subtracting the PSF model. These results
imply that in the above photometric bands and at the time of
the observations, the M-type star is the dominant source of light
making it impossible to test the interloper scenario with our images.
Finally, by inspecting the archival VVV images, we detect a
uncatalogued point-like source that matches the astrometric posi-
tion of the optical counterpart to CX1004. To compute its instru-
mental KKs–band magnitude and that of other point-like objects
in the field, we performed PSF photometry with DAOPHOT. Differ-
ential photometry with respect to a nearby and non-variable field
star calibrated in VVV yields Ks = 16.6 ± 0.2 for CX1004. The
counterpart is not detected in the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Sur-
vey due to a poor quality of the data for CX1004. In addition, we
note that the Ks ≈ 14.2 candidate counterpart VVV J174623.57-
310550.75 reported in Greiss et al. (2014) is a nearby field star
unrelated to CX1004.
4.4 Extinction and distance
In this section we will employ the median values 1:1.85:13.44 for
the ratios AV:AI:AKs towards the Bulge (Nataf et al. 2016), the
ratio AKs /E(J-Ks) = 0.528 (Nishiyama et al. 2009) and the three–
dimensional E(J-Ks) map of the Galactic Bulge by Schultheis et al.
(2014). In addition, we will use the VISTA Ks ' K + 0.044
transformation (Gonza´lez-Ferna´ndez et al. 2018, Carpenter 2001)
to convert between VISTA and Bessell & Brett photometric sys-
tems.
We derive an estimate of the extinction AKs using the EW of
the DIB at λ8621 which we measured in section 4.1. The relation
AKs ≈ 0.691×EW(A˚) for this DIB (Damineli et al. 2016) yields
AKs = 0.13 ± 0.04 from which we obtain AI = 1.0 ± 0.3. We
can also estimate the reddening from the observed (I-Ks) colour of
the source assuming that the 90% of the I-band brightness (i.e. I
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Figure 5. Lower-limit for the I-band absolute magnitude of the putative
donor star in CX1004 (solid line; left vertical scale) and expected X-ray
luminosity as a function of distance (dashed line; right vertical scale). The
area below the solid line is excluded as the object would be brighter in the
I-band than observed. Grey horizontal lines mark the absolute magnitudes
of M-type dwarfs and of K to A-type dwarfs in three subclasses: 0, 2 and 5.
= 19.3) and the total infrared emission (Ks = 16.6 ± 0.2) is due
to the light from the M2-type star only. In this way we find an ob-
served colour (I-Ks) = 2.7 ± 0.2, redder than the intrinsic colour
(I-Ks)0 of 2.02 (2.22) for M2(M3) dwarfs (Bessell 1991). Using
AI/AKs = 7.26 and the colour excess, we estimate AI = 0.8± 0.2
consistent with the value calculated from the DIB. Taking the I-
band absolute magnitude for an M2/M3 V star (MI =8.00/8.71;
Bessell 1991) and adopting AI = 0.9, we find a distance of ≈
1.8 / 1.3kpc. We can also constrain the distance using the three–
dimensional E(J-Ks) maps of the Bulge: the map towards CX1004
delivers E(J-Ks) = 0.21 and 0.31 (i.e. AI = 0.8 and 1.2) for a dis-
tance of 1.0 and 1.5 kpc. This is in line with the values found above
for the distance which in turn supports a main sequence luminosity
class for the M2-type star.
Given that the M2-type star is not the donor star in CX1004,
we derive I & 21.7 for the accreting X-ray binary when account-
ing for the fact that this contributes . 10% to the 19.2 mag I-band
magnitude measured in section 2. With this constraint we can set
lower limits to the absolute I-band magnitude of the accreting bi-
nary as a function of its distance. To do this, we first calculate AI as
a function of the distance utilizing AI/AKs = 7.26, AKs /E(J-Ks)
= 0.528 and the three–dimensional E(J-Ks) map in the direction
of CX1004. In Fig. 5 the solid line shows the resulting absolute
I-band magnitude MI of the X-ray binary as a function of the dis-
tance. MI also represents a lower limit to the absolute magnitude of
the donor star since it does not account for the accretion disc con-
tribution to the total light or possible contamination from the field
star 1′′.3 N-E of CX1004. The horizontal lines in the figure mark
the I-band absolute magnitude for M-dwarfs (Bessell 1991) and for
A to K dwarfs (with subclasses 0, 2 and 5 for each spectral type;
Cox 2000). We also show with a dashed line in Fig. 5 the X-ray
luminosity LX as a function of distance. To estimate LX we made
use of PIMMS to convert the three 0.3 − 8 keV Chandra–detected
X–ray counts of CX1004 to the unabsorbed 0.5 − 10 keV flux. In
this calculation we assumed an absorbed power-law spectrum with
index 2.1, which is typical for BH LMXBs in quiescence (Plotkin
et al. 2013) The absorbing hydrogen column density NH was ob-
tained using the empirical law NH ≈ 2.21 × 1021AV (Gu¨ver &
O¨zel 2009) and AV/AI = 1.85. Note that this calculation of Lx is
subject to a large margin for uncertainty given the statistical noise
in the low-count detection of the source.
5 Discussion
We have shown that the M2/3-type star that is astrometrically
consistent with the position of CX1004 and the Hα emission line
source is at a distance of 1.3 − 1.8 kpc. If the actual X-ray binary
was at the same distance (whether in a hierarchical triple system
with this star or not), its donor will have to be of lower mass than
an M4 dwarf to contribute . 10% to the I-band flux. Given this
constraint on the spectral type of the donor, we can estimate the
orbital period (Porb) of the accreting binary by employing the
relation between the donor star mean density (ρ¯) and the orbital
period for a Roche lobe filling star: Porb(hr) ≈
√
110/ρ¯(gcm−3)
(Frank et al. 2002). Using the empirical equations for the mass
and radius of low-mass stars by Mann et al. (2016) we derive
ρ¯ ≈ 21 g cm−3 for an M4 dwarf, thus Porb . 2.3 hr. In the
case that the X-ray binary is not located at the same distance as
the M-dwarf, this cannot be much further away from us since
the reddening towards the source is such that does not preclude
the detection of the Hγ emission line in the averaged spectrum.
Given that we cannot quantify the exact value of the reddening
we show here the magnitude of its effect on the inferred optical
apparent magnitudes for two test distances. The three–dimensional
reddening map towards CX1004 yields AV ≈ 3.7(4.4) mag for
a distance of 2.5 (3.0) kpc. Taking the upper limit to the source
brightness of I=21.7, the above extinction already implies V=25.4
(26.1) for a conservatively adopted A0 spectrum. The reddening
in the B-band (λeff = 4361 A˚), where the Hγ emission line is
still distinguishable, will be even larger. If the X-ray binary is
more distant, the combined effect of the larger reddening and
distance make it quickly impossible to have detected the Hγ and
Hβ emission lines. The above evidence for moderate reddening
implies that the X-ray binary has to lie in front of the Galactic
Bulge and supports a late-type dwarf mass donor (Fig. 5). We also
find it likely that the binary is accreting at a low rate given the lack
of evidence for HeII λ4686 emission in the spectra and the X-ray
luminosities estimated for distances < 4 kpc (Fig.5). These are
consistent with the 0.5 - 10 keV X-ray luminosities observed for
both quiescent . 4 hr orbital period LMXBs (≈ 1030−32erg s−1;
e.g. Fig. 3 in Armas Padilla et al. 2014) and non-magnetic CVs
(≈ 1029−32 erg s−1; Reis et al. 2013). If CX1004 were a CV, the
absence of evidence for dwarf nova outbursts in our light curves
implies that either we missed them or the source has a lower duty
cycle and lower X-ray luminosity compared to non-magnetic CVs
that show frequent outburst activity (Britt et al. 2015). In the latter
case CX1004 would most likely belong to the WZ Sge class of
CVs which is characterized for having orbital periods . 1.4 hr and
median outburst recurrence times of 12 yr (Kato 2015).
Another indirect way of characterizing the accreting binary
in CX1004 is by analyzing the Hα emission line properties. By
comparing its FWHM to those measured in a number of selected
low accretion rate CVs and LMXBs, Torres et al. (2014) suggested
that the Hα line broadening is consistent with CX1004 being either
an eclipsing CV or a high-inclination LMXB. Recently, Casares
(2018) has presented a comprehensive study on the Hα emission
line properties for CVs and quiescent LMXBs. This study shows
that only eclipsing CVs with very short (. 2.2 hr) orbital periods
can have Hα emission line FWHM ≥ 2200 km s−1. As shown
in section 3, the average Hα emission line FWHM in CX1004
exceeds this limit. Thus the accreting binary would either be i)
an eclipsing short orbital period CV, ii) a high-inclination short
orbital period neutron star LMXB or iii) a BH LMXB observed
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at moderate orbital inclination. At this point, we cannot discrimi-
nate between the CV and LMXB interpretation. For the CV case,
we constrain the donor star to white dwarf mass ratio (q) to be
< 0.22 for Porb < 2.2 hr by using the empirical exponential re-
lation between q and Porb reported in Casares (2018). For the BH
case, limits on the donor star to BH mass ratio q can be set using
the correlation established for quiescent BH LMXBs between this
quantity and the Hα double-peak separation (DP) to FWHM ratio:
log q = −23.2 log(DP/FWHM)− 6.88 (Casares 2016). Follow-
ing Casares (2016), we calculated the FWHM and DP by fitting
the averaged X-shooter and GMOS Hα profiles with single and 2–
Gaussian models, with the latter having Gaussian components with
identical width and height. The resulting FWHM and DP values are
reported in Table 3. The mass ratio was evaluated through Monte
Carlo randomization where DP/FWHM was treated as being nor-
mally distributed about its measured value with standard deviation
equal to its uncertainty. From the X-shooter and GMOS data we
constrain q to 0.09+0.03−0.02 and 0.08
+0.06
−0.03, respectively. The quoted
uncertainties correspond to 68% confidence level regions. For an
LMXB hosting a 10 (5) M BH, the lower limit for q implies a
0.5 (0.25) M donor star. This result implies that the possibility
of CX1004 being a triple system containing a inner BH binary ac-
creting from a donor of spectral type later than M4 (0.26 M) is
restricted since it requires a < 5 M BH and these seem to be rare
(Casares & Jonker 2014).
Finally, we derive the radial velocity semi-amplitude of the
donor star (Kd) using the Hα FWHM - Kd correlation for quiescent
CVs and BH LMXBs (Casares 2015). Kd is better evaluated when
accounting for time variability of the line profile. Therefore, we use
for the FWHM the value of 2350 km s−1and r.m.s. = 140 km s−1
as measured from the GMOS data (section 4.2 ). We obtain Kd to
be = 400±40 km s−1 (CV scenario) and = 550±40 km s−1 (BH
scenario).
6 Conclusions
The photometric data and the broad double-peaked Hα emission
line present in its spectrum allow CX1004 to be a . 2.2 hr orbital
period eclipsing CV or a LMXB. However, neither radial veloc-
ity variations nor line broadening is detected in the photospheric
lines of the M2/3 dwarf optical counterpart. This implies that the
M2/3-type star is not the donor star of the accreting binary since ra-
dial variations should have been measurable with our observations
given the expected radial velocity semi-amplitude Kd (' 400−550
km s−1). The available spectroscopic and photometric data do not
allow us to determine whether the accretor is a white dwarf, neu-
tron star or a black hole nor to discriminate between the two possi-
ble interpretations for the M2/3 dwarf: an interloper along the line
of sight to the accreting binary or the outer companion in a triple
system. We note that two candidate hierarchical triple systems with
red dwarf outer companions have been reported in the literature: the
3.5 hr orbital period CV RR Pic (Vogt et al. 2017) and the LMXB
MAXI J1957+032 (Ravi 2017). The best strategy to constrain the
compact object nature in CX1004 is to obtain the orbital period
through a radial velocity study of the Hα emission line. For this
purpose higher SNR, higher time-resolution and continuous cov-
erage of the potential short orbital period are needed. In addition,
radial velocities measured from the photospheric lines will serve to
further test the interloper scenario for the M2/3 star.
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